
Defense Applications

When Failure Is Not An Option 
  Allison Is Ready



Tough Transmissions 
Approved For Action
Allison fully automatic transmissions for defense applications 

provide higher torque range and higher GVW capacity combined 

with advanced electronic controls to get optimum performance 

out of higher horsepower engines, delivering better overall vehicle 

performance and control. Whether a vehicle is going into battle, 

transporting troops or carrying defense cargo, Allison Automatics 

are invaluable to the mission.

Drivers Can Concentrate On Driving
No other transmission offers more effi cient and effective operation. 

Besides smooth, seamless automatic shifts up and down the power 

curve, Allison automatic transmissions deliver faster acceleration, 

superior traction and greater maneuverability in all conditions.

Allison Automatics enable operators to concentrate on the mission. 

By making driving less physically taxing, driver inexperience is 

neutralized, resulting in measurably lower stress and fatigue. 

Commanders tell us that drivers are more alert and training 

and maintenance costs are signifi cantly reduced.

A Strong Defense
Since 1946, Allison Transmission has been 
designing and manufacturing transmissions for 
U.S. and Allied defense vehicles of all kinds. It’s 
a proud heritage woven into the very fabric of 
our company.
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Few Things  
Can Take This 
Much Abuse
Allison Automatics are recognized as being virtually 

indestructible. Wear and tear on everything from 

the engine to the tires is reduced because the 

transmission’s torque converter absorbs shock loads 

from both directions. Sudden engine acceleration  

at start up and during upshifts is smooth so that the 

driveshaft, differential, axles and wheels are protected. 

Shock spikes fed back through the driveline from  

the wheels—going from icy to dry conditions,  

for example—are similarly absorbed.

Shifting Performance
Not even the most expert driver can shift at the precise 

shift points to optimize vehicle performance under all 

road and load conditions. An Allison Automatic makes 

the right shift at the right time to maximize vehicle 

performance and protect the driveline.

Unlike manual and automated manual transmissions 

(AMTs), there are no power interrupts with Allison 

Automatics, just smooth, seamless full-power shifts. 

More power from the engine to the wheels, makes for 

faster starts, greater control and better maneuverability.

Improved All-Around Safety
Allison Automatics enhance safety in defense vehicles. This is attributable to better driver control at lower 

speeds and in tight conditions. Smooth shifting makes it easier to maintain position at the back of the 

vehicle, thereby reducing fatigue and injury. On hilly terrain, the absence of rollback is another safety 

factor. The capability of operating smoothly at low speeds, without clutching and shifting gears,  

is much safer and less fatiguing for the driver and ground personnel.
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Smart Controls
Allison Automatics have brains in addition to brawn. Optional 

electronic control packages provide the precise operating 

features needed to get the task done, whatever it may be.

PTO Enable
Commands how and when the PTO engages 

and monitors operating conditions to minimize 

potential damage and hazards.

Secondary Shift Schedule
Select between two pre-programmed shift 

patterns quickly and easily. Match shift 

characteristics to driving conditions 

or activate another vehicle feature 

with the simple push of a button.

Range Indicator
Provides a usable 

electric signal when 

the transmission shifts 

to a chosen range.

Pump Mode Input
Safe, easy split-shaft 

PTO operation with 

step-by-step operator 

inputs that automatically 

shift the transmission 

into direct ratio 

or overdrive.
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Making 
The Grade 
Allison automatic transmissions are far superior when 

it comes to gradeability and startability on hills and soft 

ground. Allison’s heavy-duty torque converter allows 

extremely high torque to be transmitted gradually to 

the wheels where it enables the vehicle to accelerate 

smoothly and steadily. No jerks, spins, bounces or stalls.

No lugging and virtually no rollback.

Low Maintenance Costs
Drivers simply can’t mis-shift an Allison Automatic. 

The smooth, seamless shifts virtually eliminate driveline 

component shock. Since Allison Automatics don’t have 

mechanically applied clutches, there’s no routine clutch 

burnout and replacement—a major downtime concern 

with manual and automated manual transmissions.

Routine oil and fi lter changes are the only regular 

preventive maintenance required with an Allison 

Automatic. Easily accessible integral and spin-on fi lters

reduce downtime, while Allison-approved TES 295® 

transmission fl uid greatly extends oil change intervals.

Life Cycle Value
When factoring in all life cycle costs—vehicle purchase 

price, fuel, tires, preventive maintenance and component 

repair—along with the faster acceleration and greater 

maneuverability, an Allison Automatic-equipped vehicle 

has been shown to deliver more value than a comparable 

manual- or AMT-equipped vehicle.
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Allison-Equipped Wheeled Combat, Tactical + Support Vehicles

MODEL
PRODUCTION 
TIME FRAME

PRIMARY APPLICATIONS 

AT 540 1980 - 2000 V150, SAXON, VALKYR, 2 1/2 T REPOWER

AT 545 1999 - 2002 2 1/2 T REPOWER

AT 1545 1994 - 1999 M35 2 1/2 T ESP

MT 643 1980 - 1988 M35 2 1/2 T REPOWER, CASCAVEL, USAF R9 REFUELER

MT 653DR 1980 - 2002 PIRANA, LAV I / II, DRAGOON, BISON

MT 654CR 1980 - 1993 M939, M939A1, M939A2, USAF R11 REFUELER

HT 740 1980 - 2002 M977 HEMTT FOV, USMC LVS, M915A2 / M916A1/ M917A1

HT 750 1982 - 1991 M915A1, USAF P19 CRASH TRUCK, USAF CFR

CLBT 750 1978 - 1992 M911 COMMERCIAL HET (CHET)

CLT 754 1992 - 2002 M1070 HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER SYSTEM

CLT 755 1990 - 2002 M1075 PALLETIZED LOADING SYSTEM

TT 2421-1 1980 - 1985 2 1/2 CUBIC YARD WHEEL LOADER

1000 SeriesTM 2001 BRUTE

2100 SP 2010 - ongoing FLTV, HMMWV Recap

2500 SP 2006 -  ongoing FTTS-UV, ECV II, RG31, LWPM, JLTV

2550 SP 2009 - ongoing ECV II, JLTV

MD 3070PT / 3700 SP 1993 - ongoing FAMILY OF MEDIUM TACTICAL VEHICLES, CAIMAN MRAP

MD 3060 (P) / 3000 SP 1993 - ongoing USAF R11 REFUELER, IDF 10 TON CARGO, MAXXPRO MRAP

MD 3560 / 3500 SP 1995 - ongoing LAV GEN III, M1114 ARMORED SECURITY VEHICLE, COUGAR MRAP, M-ATV

MD 3066 / 3200 SP 2000 - ongoing STRYKER, MAXXPRO DASH MRAP, RG33 MRAP, MMPV

HD 4000 / 4000 SP 2010 MTVR

HD 4560 / 4500 SP 1999 - ongoing M915 FOV, M977 HEMTT & HEMTT ESP, PLS & PLS ESP

HD 4070 / 4700 SP 1999 - ongoing USMC MTVR, M916A3 / M917A2, USMC LVSR

HD 4076 / 4800 SP 2002 - ongoing UK HETS, US HETA1

OVER 300,000 ALLISON-EQUIPPED WHEELED COMBAT, TACTICAL + SUPPORT VEHICLES

Maximum Performance  
Minimum Cost
The design of modern military vehicles has evolved into a sophisticated 

optimization of protection, payload and performance, constrained by 

transportability and affordability. Allison Automatics allow the vehicle 

designer to maximize performance while minimizing Operation and 

Support (O&S) costs for the end user.
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Our Defense Mission
Allison Transmission designs and manufactures the world’s best 

power transmission products for defense vehicles. Our products 

and service are superior—consistently providing the highest quality, 

reliability, durability and value to our customers.

Our Focus
Allison Transmission continues to be the global leader of defense 

vehicle power transmission products. Through the dedication, integrity, 

agility and innovation of our people, we will consistently earn the 

respect of our customers by providing the highest quality products 

in the world.
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From our headquarters in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA to our manufacturing plants 

in Hungary and India, to approximately 1,400 Allison Authorized Distributors and 

Dealers around the globe, you are never far from the products, training, service 

and support you demand.

Our support starts from the moment an Allison transmission is specifi ed. We work 

with you to ensure that the model and ratings fi t your engine to create a tailored 

package of powerful performance and reliable effi ciency. When you need parts or 

service, you can count on global access to factory-trained specialists and genuine 

Allison replacement parts.

 Allison Transmission Authorized Service Coverage

A World Of Support


